For all you men out there looking to impress your sweetheart on Valentine’s Day, look no further. These simple, yet delicious, chocolate covered strawberries will certainly make an impression.

**Prep time:** 5 min.

**Ready in:** 15 min.

1. Wash and then thoroughly dry the strawberries.

2. Microwave the chocolate dipping sauce per container instructions. Baker’s microwavable dipping milk chocolate is a reliably good dipping chocolate in my experience. Take out and stir at intervals, if microwaved too much the chocolate may become hard.

3. Dip the strawberries in the chocolate one by one, taking care not to get the stem into the chocolate.
4. Place the strawberries on a pan or plate, or anything that the chocolate will not adhere to.

5. If you would like to go that extra mile, microwave some white chocolate dip and drizzle it lightly on top of each strawberry.

6. Let your strawberries cool off and harden for 5-10 min.